5. That the subjects of debate be not wanting, it is enjoined that every person, in the meeting shall give an o’Question to the Clerk, or the right on which he deals with his name, undersigned.

6. No person shall be admitted as a member of this Society without having been regularly proposed; and if two members be opposed to his admission, he shall not be admitted encore.

7. When any member is admitted, he shall stand up entire, the clerk reads the Constitution of the Society, the President shall then address them on the design and utility of the Constitution, and require his promise not to divulge any of the secrets of the Society; after which he shall be conducted to his seat.

8. No person shall wear his hat in the society.

9. No person who takes impeachment at being fined legally, shall receive one quarter of a dollar if he denounces it by word, or by action.

10. No person when speaking shall be interrupted by laughing or talking of another.

11. The price of entrance shall be one quarter of a dollar.